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Abstract—This paper presents work on the detection, tracking,
and localization of the frisbee and players in footage of the sport
Ultimate Frisbee. In the frisbee detection procedure, features are
extracted from video frames using color, shape, and size cues
obtained from digital image processing techniques. However, the
problem of finding the frisbee position in real game footage is
challenging because the appearance of the frisbee varies in size,
shape, and brightness. In addition, many other moving objects
may also appear similar to the frisbee, such as specific bright
regions on players’ hats, jersey numbers, cleats, etc. This project
aims to find the best method to localize both the players and
the frisbee, with the ultimate goal of automatic pass counting.
Methods tested to track the frisbee include: mophological-based
tracking, background subtraction-based tracking, and template
matching. While morphological-based processing was found to
be most effective in tightly controlled footage, it was largely
ineffective in full-scale game footage. Color-based segmentation
and region labeling was used to successfully track player locations
in both test footage and real game footage.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of computer vision-based tracking
algorithms to perform high-level analysis on sport footage
has become an increasingly relevant application. Detec-
tion/tracking of moving objects in sport footage may include
either ball (or other necessary equipment) or the players
themselves. The primary benefits of detection/tracking include
the enhancement of individual and team performance analysis,
as well as additional tactical and technical insight. While
there are existing methods for video analysis of popular sports
such as soccer or basketball, such methods are typically too
costly or complex to be widely applicable to the general
public. Thus, some sports are relegated to using inefficient
information gathering such as by manual annotation. [3] The
methods presented in this paper aim to make video analysis
more efficient for Ultimate Frisbee, allowing more videos to be
analyzed in less time and thus giving more accurate statistics
for optimal technical or tactical preparation by the trainer staff.
[1] [7]

The goal of this project is to implement a pipeline to process
high-definition ultimate frisbee footage and track the positions
of the frisbee and players. The ’ultimate’ aim of this project
is to automatically count the number of passes which have
occurred in the game. Test footage initially included controlled
video of two or three people throwing a frisbee in place. To

test for robustness of our tracking pipeline, trial footage was
then extended to include real game footage.

The current advancements and approaches in computer
vision-driven sports analytics enable us to conduct this analysis
in two ways: (1) Using MATLAB image processing method-
ology and (2) using the Python-based OpenCV module, which
includes various tools for color and motion-based tracking
(CSRT Tracker, KCF Tracker, MOSSE Tracker).

Fig. 1. Snapshots showing the motion of a typical frisbee pass. In our
simulated footage, two teams will be present and but players will not be
wearing white in order to maintain adequate color contrast with the frisbee.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Phase 1: MATLAB Image Processing Pipeline

The principle idea behind phase 1 of the project was to use
digital image processing algorithms to detect/track the frisbee.
Specifically, three types of processing algorithms were tested.
(1) Background subtraction, (2) Template matching, and (3)
Morphological image processing. Pre-processing, detailed in
the Implementation section, was first applied to all frames of
the footage. Color-based recognition was used to track players,
as each team wears a different, recognizable, jersey color.
Finally, region labeling was performed to determine when the
passes were completed, ultimately allowing for the counting
of passes which occured.

B. Phase 2: OpenCV Pipeline (Future Work)

OpenCV includes eight separate object-tracking implemen-
tations that can be used for frisbee tracking. A comparative
study between the OpenCV based trackers and the MATLAB
approach was planned to be completed in order to test how
successful our pipeline was, relative to pre-coded trackers. Out
of the 8 trackers, the focus was on the Discriminative Cor-
relation Filter with Channel and Spatial Reliability (CSRT),
the Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF), and Minimum Output
Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE). Of the three, KCF is most
commonly used, but struggles when an object may be partially



Fig. 2. MATLAB Pipeline

occluded. CSRT allows for higher object tracking accuracy, but
is subject to a longer processing time. Conversely, the MOSSE
tracker may have limited accuracy but is extremely fast. [8]

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. Preprocessing

In this project game footage with both two and three
players was used for testing the efficiency of the various
processing algorithms. This test footage closely mimics the
general ambiance of any game environment, thereby allowing
the algorithms to be projected on to real game footage later. A
common issue with most detection problems is that it becomes
very difcult when images are taken from non-stationary broad-
cast cameras with a wide camera view. The frisbee in this case
is represented by a very small number of pixels and the images
are of different sizes, shapes and colors. [2] Additionally,
distinguishing motion from camera movement and motion of
players and the frisbee may be difficult. Detection algorithms
based on Morphological Testing and Template matching ap-
proaches work well only with zoomed images because the
frisbee texture and shape are visible clearly, and there are not
large variations in the appearance of the frisbee. Preprocessing
of the frames to extract the player and frisbee features is thus
crucial for optimizing information obtained from the image.
For all footage used in this project, correction for differences
in lighting across image and elimination of shadows is was
achieved using adaptive histogram equalization with 16X16
tiles. This not only equalizes lighting (which is important
when thresholding), but also enhances contrast between the
frisbee and the grass behind it. Additionally, each frame was
sharpened to account for any motion blur.

B. Algorithm 1: Morphological Testing

The first way of approaching the problem is to use morpho-
logical image processing. Here, structuring elements which
closely resemble the shape of the moving frisbee are used
to isolate the frisbee in a binary image. Thresholding is first
performed on each frame to extract the bright white frisbee
(all offical frisbees are white) from the rest of the image.
This approach does however, mean that other bright white
areas of the image will also be extracted, even though they

Fig. 3. Preprocessing of test footage frame with adapthisteq and imsharpen
in MATLAB

are not necessarily part of the frisbee. The choice of three
structuring elements: a horizontal line, and two horizontal
lines of +/- 15 degrees was made with a general assumption
that the frisbee mostly take the shape of a line when thrown.
Frisbees may be thrown at several different angles in order
to curve different ways during light, hence the use of the
angled structuring elements as well. Erosion and subsequent
dilation were performed with the all structuring elements and
the resulting binary image (for each frame) was obtained by
taking the union of the results using all thress structuring
elements.
This approach prove largely successful in both the two player
and three player test footage. In both cases, the region of the
image corresponding to the frisbee was isolated and when
frames were played in succession, the path of the tracked
frisbee locations appeared smooth and accurate.

Fig. 4. Frisbee extracted from each frame through Morphological testing-2-
player testing

Again, it must be noted that the structuring elements do
sometimes extract areas of the frame that resemble the frisbee.
For example, the picture on right in Figure 4 and in Figure
5 shows the white regions on the players clothes also being
tracked. Post processing helps in the removal of smaller
regions. We argue that as our end goal is to automatically
count passes, clothes regions will eventually appear within the
player regions, thus our algorithm will be able to distinguish
between white regions on the players and the frisbee itself.

C. Algorithm 2: Background Subtraction

Background subtraction is widely used for extracting un-
usual motion of object of interest in video images. Background



Fig. 5. Frisbee extracted from each frame through Morphological testing-3-
player testing

subtraction compares the current frame with background ref-
erence frame in image sequence, via direct image subtraction,
so as to detect the moving object. As such, background
subtraction is very useful when the camera is stationary and
the only motion in the video is from the object of interest. In
object detection based on background subtraction, the accu-
racy of of background image can directly affect the detector
effectiveness. [10]
A relatively constant background frame, namely frame 1,
where the frisbee is completely absent was chosen. Subse-
quently, each frame was subtracted from the chosen ”back-
ground frame” to get the difference image. In practice, this
reference background may need to be updated from time to
time, especially if there exists large player motion and change
in ambient light. [4]
When background subtraction was applied to the two and three
person test footage, it was unsurprsingly found that player
motion interfered with the tracking of the frisbee. Frisbee
motion was indeed registered, but all motion of the players
while throwing was also registered.

Fig. 6. Frisbee extracted from each frame through Background subtraction-
2,3-player testing

Fig. 7. Background Frame update methodology [11]

As previously mentioned, the background subtraction is

useful only when the players are relatively stationary and only
the frisbee moves. However, the result of background sub-
traction may be combined with other processing approaches,
such as morphological processing. This combined approach is
something that we did not have time to test, but we feel may
have been effective.

D. Algorithm 3: Template Matching

The basic template matching algorithm consists of cal-
culating at each position of the image under examination
a distortion function that measures the degree of similarity
between the template and image. The minimum distortion
or maximum correlation position is then taken to locate the
template into the examined image. In other words,template
matching involves comparing a given template with windows
of the same size in an image and identifying the window
that is most similar to the template. [5] During the detection
and tracking of the frisbee it must be noted that the frisbee’s
attributes change a lot over the frames and using a single
template to match all angles of the frisbee may not be feasible.
The template matching algorithm which we used, Normalized
Cross Correlation (NCC) is also far more computationally
expensive than the previous two techniques. The results of
the other two algorithms were both far superior in terms of
accuracy and robustness, and also and less time consuming.
Thus, template matching was ruled out early.

E. Player Extraction

To localize the players in the footage, a simple color-based
approach was used. This approach is viable because the entire
team wears the same jersey while playing. As such, a simple
color mask in RGB space was used to extract player’s jerseys
from all frames. Limits for the RGB values included in the
mask were determined empirically, and would be used as
input if this program were to be implemented as software with
user-input. Small false-positives were present in the result, so
connected regions with fewer than 150 pixels were zero-ed
out (this number was determined empirically to be a suitable
threshold value to ensure that isolated regions did indeed
represent extracted player jerseys). In the two and three player
test footage, all players wore red, while in the real game
footage, one team wore blue, while the other wore yellow. In
the future, the use of a maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector
with training images of that particular team may be useful
for extracting players when regions of their jersey are just
outside of the color ranges used, or perhaps partially covered
in shadows. One problem that commonly occurred was that
the jersey region appeared separated into two smaller regions
when a player reached across his or her body to throw the
frisbee. As such, two separate regions registered for a single
player. Again, while this appears slightly confusing when a
player is outlined by two slightly shifted boxes in the video,
in terms of counting the number of passes, this is irrelevant
because our algorithm does not track individual players, but
rather combined player regions as a whole, for a given team.



F. Pass Counting

The methodology for pass counting includes the extraction
of frisbee centroids and player regions from the game footage.
Figure 8 shows the centroids of the frisbee from 2 player
footage. In the test footage, there were two approaches to
counting the number of passes:
(1) Determining the number of times frisbee centroid entered
player region and does not exit the other side.
(2) Determining the number of times there were (number of
players + 1) regions present. This is not as viable for large
scale games because the number of players in the frame may
change and more background noise may be present.
The implementation of these two methods required the ex-
traction of player regions as described above. The centroids
of the binary jersey regions were used as reference points, and
a bounding box was drawn around these centroids such that
the bounding box encapsulated the entire player, in addition
to a small amount of boundary space to account to wind-ups.
When method (1) was initially applied to the two-person test
footage, 21 passes were registered, even though only 17 passes
were completed. This is likely because the centroid of the
frisbee often exited the bounding box during the player wind-
up. Increasing the width of the bounding box helped correct for
this, the consequently the number of passes registered dropped
to 18, only 1 higher than the ground truth. When applied to
the three-person test footage, an additional constraint had to
be implemented to account for times when the frisbee crossed
over a player region, but was not actually thrown to that player.
The constraint was as follows: the pass counter was only
incremented when the frisbee centroid entered a bounding box,
but did not exit within the next five frames. This approach was
successful in the pass counting the three-person test footage,
but introduced additional problems in the real game footage
because very good frisbee players can catch and throw the
frisbee to another player in extremely quick succession.

Fig. 8. Frisbee Centroid positions over all the frames

G. Testing on Real Game Footage

The Algorithms were then extended onto real game footage.
Real game footage consisted of 30 seconds of a game
played between Japan and Columbia in the 2018 World Flying
Disc Federation Under24 World Championships. Footage was
obtained on the world wide web. [6] All pre-processing steps
for real game footage were the same as for the test footage.

Fig. 9. Colour based player extraction yielding a binary mask

Fig. 10. Player Centroids for 2, 3 player footage

Fig. 11. Player regions for 2, 3 player footage

Player tracking was largely successful on the real-game
footage. Using the approach detailed above, we were able to
isolate certroids and create bounding boxes representing player
regions which tracked the players well. The bounding boxes
for the blue team were especially effective, while the bounding
boxes for the yellow team sometimes appeared around other
yellow regions in the frame (a sign on the sideline, for
instance). Frisbee tracking, however, was less effective. Due
to the distance at which the footage was taken, at times the
frisbee appeared less than 10 pixels in length. This, combined
with the fact when an object of less than 10 pixels in length
is rotated (ie. when the frisbee was thrown at an angle), the
resulting diagonal line is not necessarily straight in terms of the



included pixels, meant that the binary-based image processing
techniques used on the test footage were far less viable at
the real-game scale. Given the time constraints, we were thus
unfortunately unable to implement the pass counter for the
full-game footage.

Fig. 12. Player regions for real game footage, tracking players from both
teams

H. OpenCV Trackers
The OpenCV tracker tests are a good way to perform com-

parative study of the algorithms discussed. We have included
the python script that we intended to run in the source code
repository. This is something that we hope to accomplish in
the future, as these trackers are considered to be incredibly
useful in object tracking applications.

I. Conclusion
Our predominant aim for this project was to design an

approach that is effective for generating automated visual
analytics for player and frisbee localization. While tracking
multiple players in the real game footage was achievable us-
ing color-based segmentation algorithms, tracking the frisbee
proved far more challenging for several reasons, namely the
smaller scale of the frisbee and greater amount of variation
in its appearance. After an exhaustive evaluation of our algo-
rithms, which were implemented on both test and real game
footage, we have observed that there exist several independent
settings that affect the performance of these algorithms. While
morphological-based tracking for the frisbee works well when
the frisbee is of larger scale, alternative algorithms may need to
be implemented to successfully produce analytics on real game
footage. Even so, different scenarios and camera perspectives
may call for even more processing approaches. There are
several avenues for future research work, but one which we
hope to pursue is the comparison of our approaches here with
OpenCV pre-coded trackers, as mentioned earlier in this paper.

APPENDIX

Contribution by Caroline McKee:
1) Frisbee tracking by morphological processing
2) Player tracking by color-based segmentation
3) Region labeling, centroid-based calculations/pass count-

ing
4) Initial and 2-player testing
5) Real game footage testing
6) Report and revisions

Contribution by Hitha Revalla:
1) Frisbee tracking by Background Subtraction
2) Frisbee tracking by Template matching
3) 3 players testing for player and frisbee tracking
4) OpenCV Object trackers research, .py script
5) Report and Compilation
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